Is the world going to be silent regarding
destruction and sinking of the ancient
civilisation site of Hasan Keyf?
A memorandum in English, Arabic, Turkish and Kurdish languages by a
group of civil society organisations, university lecturers and lawyers of
Kurdistan – Iraq to UNESCO demanding the rescue of the ancient and
historical town of Hasan Keyf in Turkey from sinking under the waters
of ILISU dam that the Turkish government intends to build on the Tigris
river south to the city of Diarbaker that will destroy an entire civilisation.
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A view of the historical town of Hasan Keyf

Kurdistan Heritage, Archive and Library Centre in London has taken to
the task of delivering the voice of Hasan Keyf civilisation to the world in
order to save it from destruction and sinking, for participation in this
project and further information please contact:
Kurdish Museum, Library and Archive
WKA, Palingswick House
241 King Street
London W6 9LP
Tel: 0044 (0)20 8748 7874
Fax: 0044 (0)20 741 6436
info@westernkurdistan.org.uk
www.westernkurdistan.org.uk
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About this memorandum
This memorandum has nothing to do with any political parties and sides or the
Kurdish government but it is a purely scientific reminder concerning the humanity’s
heritage and civilisation and in defence of one of the remarkable treasures of
antiquity and history in the Middle East, the town of Hasan Keyf.
After the completion of our memorandum we received a copy of the book Hasan
Keyf by Eng. Hussein Agaldi, a resident of Hasan Keyf, printed in Istanbul in the
year 2005 and contains 96 pages with many valuable photos of the ancient town.
We also received a 13 page booklet in Turkish and English from a friend and we
edited our memorandum accordingly to accommodate for the new material. We
also obtained a 231 page volume of reports in Turkish and English languages from
several organisations and sides defending the preservation of Hasan Keyf. We
also found useful a book in Arabic language, which is a Masters thesis regarding
the history of Hasan Keyf, written by Sipan Hasan, a student of Duhok University in
2004 under the supervision of Dr Zirar Sidiq in 278 pages. We thank our friend
Goian who supplied us with 281 photos of Hasan Keyf site on a special CD. We
are adding some photos from the books of Eng. Hussein and those of Goian as
well as from the mentioned booklet after studying those photos from all aspects of
antiquity, history and art writing new information in their regard, which we forward to
UNESCO.
We ask you to give this issue the importance that it deserves, and preserve the
town of Hasan Keyf. It should be mentioned that a number of Turkish cultural and
legal personalities and organisations in Turkey expressed their opposition to
building this dam and destruction of this ancient and historical town. We would like
to thank here all those who participated with us and all those that in future support
us in defending the human civilisation and heritage everywhere in the world.
We also thank Al-Jazeera Satellite TV for their defence of Hasan Keyf cause and
their correspondent Yousif Al-Sharif who has visited the town several times
interviewing the residences who condemned vigorously the building of the
mentioned dam and sinking their town under its waters and prepared several
reports broadcasted by Al-Jazeera three times up to now.
It is worth mentioning that reports by the institutions that research the ancient
history of Egypt say that after 200 years of research, studies and discoveries the
volume of everything that has been discovered from the history of the ancient Egypt
is no more than 25% of its heritage. So for us, the Kurdish people, who have a
population of more than 40 millions with no scientific institutions to take care of
Kurdish heritage or having a political body of our own altogether, it is even more
difficult to study our history and heritage. We are here not asking for studies in this
regard but for the minimum of leaving ignorant people destroy what is already there
and for all to see in the town of Hasan Keyf of which you can see few photos in this
memorandum and we hope that you can hear us.
Kurdish Museum, Library and Archive
Committee for preservation of the town of Hasan Keyf
London 24-8-2007
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Some photos of the historical town of Hasan Keyf
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This Mosque is more than 1000 years old
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This Bridge is more than 2000 years old
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The memorandum
To the World Heritage Committee – Secretariat of the world heritage
committee – UNESCO
Subject: rescue of the ancient town of Hasan Keyf in Turkey and register it as
a world heritage site.
The Turkish government is intending to destroy the ancient and historical town of
Hasan Keyf that has been mentioned in hundreds of Islamic and Christian sources,
by sinking it under the waters of a dam called ILLISU, which the Turkish
government intends to build on the Tigris river to the south of the city of Diarbaker
(Amad).
The Kurdish cultural and political personalities expressed their opposition to this
project to protect this ancient town and dozens more sites from sinking under the
waters of the dam. However, Turkey did not pay any attention to any of this nor to
the fact that 68 Kurdish villages will also be destroyed. This shows that the aim of
building this dam and other similar projects in the Kurdish areas is political and
racist rather than economical.
Had the town of Hasan Keyf been in the Turkish Anatolia, the Turkish government
would have made it into a tourist attraction for many of the western and non
western tourists to visit because it has all the ingredients for a successful tourist
attraction and naturally beautiful location. This would have been also more
profitable and for longer years than a dam that would not last 100 years. In
addition to preserving ancient and historical treasures that was created, among
others, by two Turkmen dynasties called the Artakies and Aq Quinlos as we shall
see later. In the modern world most governments are into developing and reviving
ancient sites of history and civilisation and not destroying them. So, there is
nothing in the world that pushes the Turkish government to defy modernism and
economical interests except racist policies. If this dam comes to be built the
Turkish government would stand guilty forever of destroying a part of the human
and world heritage, it could have at least respected the history of the Turkmen of
Hasan Keyf who were part of the Ottoman Turks and of the same ethnicity, giving
that the Turkish government considers itself a custodian for all the Turkmen
everywhere.
Situation of Hasan Keyf
The town is situated between the longitude (37,43,3) and latitude (41,24,39) and it
is now the administrative centre of the province of Battman 35 km to the south. It is
also 135 km to the south of the city of Diarbaker. The town is in a mountainous
area on the North West borders of Tor Abdain area on a very high mountain looking
down on Tigris, one of the largest rivers of the world. Its view is very beautiful and
the houses, sanctuaries, streets and even shops are carved into the stony
mountain as thousands of caves. That is why the Islamic encyclopaedia call is it
“town of the cave dwellers”. Then during the Islamic era there were some buildings
using stones and chalk and many of its remains are of Islamic type.
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Hasan Keyf has been described as “the town of cave dwellers” because it contains
what might be thousands of caves as shown in these photos:
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A brief history of the ancient town of Hasan Keyf
It is mentioned in the Islamic Encyclopaedia that the name of the place was
mentioned in Assyrian ancient writings as (Hisna da Keyfa) and in the Roman
writings as (Kiphas) and kiphis. The earliest records show that the town was there
during the Assyrian Empire in the eighth century BC as well as the name of (Talla)
(Tal Fafan – Talanev Ruan) in Assyrian writings, which is situated North East of
Hasan Keyf. In Hasan Keyf there are stone graves from the Ferthi era (127 BC –
227 AD) and it has a place of importance in the Ferthi (Ashkani) state because of
its strategic situation on the Tigris water rout and military secure position. They
gave importance to this Tigris rout as it is shown by the Pehlavi - Ferthi pictures
and writings on the river bank South East to Hasan Keyf in a place called (Peeri
Dal). Among them the inscription of an eagle symbolic to the Arian god (Mithra –
Mehr) that was widely worshiped in Europe in the Roman times as several Roman
Emperors chose him as their god. According to the new archaeological findings the
Ezdi Kurdish religion of these days is but the remain of the Mithraism and their
must be a Mithraism temple in Hasan Keyf. It is very probable that the large tunnel
between the summit of Hasan Keyf and the river bank is from the Ferthi era. The
Romans gave importance to Hasan Keyf from military strategy and trading point of
views when the Emperor Constantine IV established a fleet of river boats in the city
of Amad (Diarbaker) as a preparation for attacking the Sasanid Empire via the river.
Then his son Augustus refurbished the towns of Hasan Keyf and Amad as border
town between the Byzantine and Sasanids. They were attacked by the Sasanids in
the beginning of the seventh century but managed to hold on for two years because
of how fortified they were until the Sasanids managed to use a military trick to
conquer it.
In 451 AD the town was a subject of discussion inside the Christian Khalqidon
Assembly which was like the central headquarters for many churches and
sanctuaries in the area. The Kurds call it Hasan Keyf or Askif but the Arabic
sources call it Hussun Keyfa and some times (the Ras Al-Ghul Castle) and we do
not know when and how this last name came about. The town currently contains
the remains of several ancient peoples and religions, Christians and Islamic.

Hasan Keyf in Islamic times
From the Islamic times sources we find a lot of information regarding the town of
Hasan Keyf concerning all aspects of political, economical, social and cultural life of
the town. The name has been associated with literature because of many poets
and figures of literature born there. The Abbasids gave it attention and the Caliph
Muqtader Billah built a mosque on the bank of Tigris in 297 AH = 909/910 AD that
is still standing with its beautiful high minaret built so many years ago.
The town was the local capital for the Turkmen Artaki State and the Kurdish Ayobi
State. Since the last fifth part of the tenth century during the rule of the Kurdish
Dostki state (Bani Marwan State) (982-1086 AD) it was like a second capital since it
was established by (Pad Bin Dostik). After the Saljuq State under the leadership
of Artak Bin Aksabu overthrew the Dostki State, Artak took over the region of
Diarbaker and established the Artaki Princedom in (Mardin) and another Princedom
in Hasan Keyf.
For a while Diarbaker was belonging to Hasan Keyf
administratively. Although the town is mainly Kurdish but some of its inhabitants
were and still Assyrian Christians and Arabs. No doubt that some Turkmen also
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resided there especially in the Artaki era. There were also Kurdish Christians as a
lot of Kurds in many parts of Kurdistan converted to Christianity from Mithraism and
Zoroastrianism.
So, the history of the Kurds, Arabs, Turkmen and Assyrians is intertwined in this
town while the Turkish government wants to destroy such a glorious history of
ancient civilisation important to Islam and Christianity.

@@
Hasan Keyf as a capital of the Turkmen Artaki State (1101-1231)
In 1101 AD, Sikman Bin Artak established the Turkmen Artaki State (Saljuqian) in
Hasan Keyf and Amad (Diarbaker) that after two years it covered Mardin also and
Hasan Keyf was its capital. Then Mardin was separated and it was ruled by eight
Kings until it was destroyed by the Ayobis in 1231 AD.
There was a great progress by the capital Hasan Keyf during the Artaki era and
there was even coin issuing house and its kings have a lot interest in building,
cultural, economical and social activities especially during the times of Qara
Arsalan Bin Daoud Bin Sikman and Nouraldin Muhammad Bin Qara Arsalan, and
Nasseraldin Mahmoud Bin Nouraldin Muhammad who built schools, markets, inns
and baths and the town spread to the north bank of Tigris (Rabizh). There was a
bridge between the town and Rabizh that astonished all the historians and tourists
to the extent that Yaqut Al-Hamawi says in his dictionary of countries: (I have not
seen a greater one all over the country). It was described by Major Son, the first
High Commissioner of Britain in Kurdistan, after seeing it at the beginning of the
twentieth century: (The huge amount of decades behind it .. express in a way that
great volumes fail to do, the story of the patience of ancient people and its talent).
The bridge had a unique architectural design with its middle bow 40 m high
connected by timber in a way that makes it easy for it to be cut down if the enemy
attacks while the other parts were made of stones and chalk. There are some
differences in this regard between the historians, as some say that it was Prince
Qara Arsalan Artaki who built the bridge but some orientalists say that it was the
Roman who built it. However, because there are some human pictures and Pehlavi
writings on the second base of the bridge it was built by the Ferthi State (227 BC –
227 AD) and it is possible that Qara Arsalan made some refurbishments to it that is
why he was regarded as the builder.
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Photo of the bridge
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This bridge is unique in its style not only in Turkey but there is nothing like it in Iraq,
Syria or Iran that is why it should be preserved and protected instead of destroyed.
The town spread during the times of Artaki and Ayobi and reached the northern
bank of Tigris where there is a small plain and they built the Sultanate House,
schools, baths and markets. The graves and burying places of the Artakis and
princes of Bani Marwan, that is (the Dostki) Kurds are on that bank that is called
Rubezh, which means the annex or satellite of the original town, according to what
is mentioned by Ibn Shaddad in his book, the copy of Bodelian University, page
130, he finished writing it in 679 AH =1280 AD.
The Artakis paid attention to scientific movement, education and building, The King
Al-Saleh Nasseraldin Mahmoud was a scientist who studied philosophy,
mechanical engineering, mathematics and architecture. He designed the second
largest towers of the city of Diarbaker, according to the writing on the tower itself
that is called (Yedi Qardish).
It is highly probable that he was taught by the Kurdish scientist Ibn Razzaz Al-Jazri
the author of the largest book on mechanical engineering in the Islamic era and the
historian Abdulraqib Yousif noted the artistic influence of Al-Jazri on the mentioned
tower and the tower of (Oli Badan) according to his book (The Dostki State in
Middle Kurdistan = the civilisation part: Second Part, page 214).
@@
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The Prince Artuk in a picture from the famous book regarding the history of the
Kurds “Sharafnama” the copy of Bodlian liberary, University of Oxford by the author
and painter the Kurdish Prince Sharafkhan Al-Badlisi in which Artuk in his Turkmen
clothes sits on a chair while the Kurdish Sheik brought Sheik Hasan Zarki to treat
his daughter from a nervous illness. She is lying in the bed and after she was
cured Artuk gave her in marriage to Hussein the son of Sheik Hasan. He also
presented the Sheik with the areas of Tarjeel, Hazu and Hitakh, where until recently
there was a Kurdish Princedom called Tarjeel in the region of Diarbaker. Sheik
Hasan was a follower of Sheik Islam Al-Hakari (Ali Bin Ahmad Bin Yousif) who died
in Muharrum 486 AH/ 1093 AD and is buried in the village of Derashy in the
mountain of Gary to the South of Amadia in the Duhok province and the details are
in the Kurdish book “The pictures of Sharafnama”.

Hasan Keyf in Ayobi times
In 629 AH = 1232 AD the King Al-Kamel Muhammad Bin King Al-Adel Ayobi Abi
Baker Ibn Najmaldin Ayob Bin Shazi Bin Marwan Bin Yakoub Al-Kurdi, the King of
Sham (Syria) and Egypt liberated Hasan Keyf and overthrew the Artaki rule
appointing his son King Al-Saleh Najmaldin Ayob as a ruler. The Ayobies rule
lasted until 930 AH=1524 AD when it became part of the Ottoman Empire.
However, the Ottomans appointed some of the Ayobi dynasty as princes of Hasan
Keyf and some of them stayed as rulers until after sixteenth century. The Ayobi
rule was interrupted by 20 years of ruling by Aq Qoinlu state but King Khalil the
Second Ayobi regained its rule.
The Kurdish Ayobies, especially the King Al-Adel Sulaiman paid attention to all
aspects of life in Hasan Keyf such as trade, building, culture and produced coins.
The King Al-Adel Ayobi the brother of Saladin established a school there called AlAdelyah. The King Al-Adel Abulmafakher Fakhr Al-Dunia waldin Sulaiman Bin
Shahabaldin Ghazi build a mosque called Al-Razhi Mosque, which is probably the
one still standing with its date 1394 AD written on it according to History of Mardin
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by Bishop Hana Dolopo it was built in 757 AH that is at the time of King Al-Adel
Sulaiman who came to power in 780 AH=1378 AD and died in 827 AH = 1424 AD.
There are a number of remains of his architectural works still apparent in Hasan
Keyf among which is the gate he built on the road to the castle. King Al-Adel ruled
for 47 years exalting more than other Ayobi kings of Hasan Keyf. He was a
scientist and poet with a book of poetry in Arabic language in Bodelian Liberary
under the number Marsh 333 as it is written at the end of the sketch page 142,
finishing it is writing in the month of Rajab 789 AH= 2 August 1381 AD. The
following is a photo of the last two pages of the book showing the date of finishing
the copy and the handwriting of King Sulaiman Ayobi.

@@

@@
A number of poets praised this King with their poetry and the musician Hussein Bin
Muzhafar Al-Haskafi wrote a book in music, that he presented to his library which
was rich with all kinds of books. The mentioned book is in the Rayland Manchester
Library under number ARABIC 790A676
The following is a photo of its title and two pages of the book:
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The King Al-Adel Sulaiman had a library of precious books that among the books in
it that survived was (Kitab al-Imta’ wal Mu’anasa) of Abu Hayan Al-Tawhidi that has
this text written on it: “property of the treasury of the Great Sultan .. Sulaiman Bin
Ghazi..” the book was edited and published by Ahmad Amin and Ahmad Al-Zen in
the Lebanese capital Beirut.
The King Al-Adel had poems in the book of (Shafa..) of Ahmad Ibrahim Al-Hanbali,
and he was described by Al-Qalqashandi in his (Subh Al-Aasha) by the following
verse:
Sulaiman of the times in Hasan Keyf
Has noble influence on the art of ruling
The mentioned Al-Hanbali who was the Qazi of the Hanbalis in Egypt wrote his
precious book (Shafa Al-Qulub) for the King Al-Ashraf Ahmad the son of the
mentioned King Al-Adel of the kings of Hasan Keyf. He presented his book to him
because he was impressed by the life of King Al-Ashraf as well as the life of his
father. He described King Al-Ashraf as (graceful in his life, loving to his subjects..
and his tendency towards literature, participation in arts and generosity, courage
and sense of humour). He also described him as: carrying the flag of piety and
building mosques and sanctuaries. He included a poem by the King in his book
and praised him using a number of poems of his own. See (Shafa Al-Qulub –
pages 16, 371 and 483) edited by Nazim Rashid and printed 1979. King Al-Ashraf
took on power after the death of his father in 827 AH = 1424 AD and died 836 AH =
1432 AD.
In his book (Kashif Al-Zunun part 1, page 731) Haji Khalifa mentions the book (The
Precious Jewels of the Poetry of the Three Sultans – who were King Al-Adel
Sulaiman Ayobi, his son Al-Ashraf and his grandson Al-Kamel Khalil) but he did not
mention the author of this book. It should be mentioned that King Khalil is regarded
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one of the greatest of Ayobi Kings who liberated Hasan Keyf from the rule of Aq
Qoinlo State. He was married to the sister of Shah Ismael Al-Safawi and it is
known that the sons of the ruling Kurdish families were all or the majority of them
were educated, some to the highest degree of sciences and arts. Those families
who ruled the Kurdish princedoms had treasures of books containing handwritten
and beautifully decorated with gold books. They built religious schools and
supported scholars and teachers and students, such as the ruling family of Hasan
Keyf. It should be mentioned also that the Ayobi princes of Hasan Keyf were
known among the population by the title of King and their families as the Malka i.e.
Kings.
Hasan Keyf as Centre of Sciences
Hasan Keyf was an important centre of science and culture full of schools and rich
libraries attended by scholars and students until the beginning of the twentieth
century. One of those who attended it was the Arabic Syrian scientist and poet
(Osama Bin Munqidh) who resided there many years in Artaki times taking
advantage of its scholars and libraries. He wrote there a number of his books of
literature and history, the most famous of which was (Kitab Al-I’tibar). He died in
1175 AD. There were many others who studied and graduated there writing their
books as historical sources such as the painter Muhammad Bin Yousif Al-Haskifi,
Al-Khatib Al-Haskifi Yahia Bin Salama who died 1156 AD. He was an Imam in
language, sciences and literature. He had written Maqamat like those of Al-Hariri.
He was described by Imadaldin Al-Asbahani as (Maari of his times in his prose and
poetry). There were also the likes of Muhammad Bin Ali Bin Mansur, Ahmad Bin
Yousif Bin Hussein, Izaldin Ibin Al-Khatib Al-Haskifi, Muhammad Bin Muhammad
Bin Ali, Muhammad Bin Ali Bin Muhammad, Yahia Bin Ali, Sheik Yousif Al-Kurdi,
the son of the famous Al-Mella Al-Haskifi, Ibrahim Bin Ahmad, Ahmad Bin
Muhammad, Sheik Abdulqader Al-Haskifi the author of (Ma’arif Al-Mubtade’in) in
theology and religion rules. There was also one of the greatest Kurdish poets
Sheik Ahmad Al-Jazri (Malai Jazeeri) who lived in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries and for a while in Hasan Keyf.
The physics, astronomy, mechanical engineering scientist and painter Badia AlZaman Ibn Al-Razzaz Al-Jazri spent years of his life in Hasan Keyf carrying out
experiments on his mechanical inventions, as well as in Diarbaker (Amad) during
the era of the Artaki Prince Nouraldin Muhammad and his son Sikman and his
second son King Al-Saleh Mahmoud. He was a (head administrator) in their era.
The genius Ibn Al-Razzaz was from Jazeera Botan (Jazeera Ibn Omar) and buried
in Prophet Noah’s Mosque in Jazeera. He mentioned some of his inventions and
creations in his book (Al-Jamia Bain Al-Ilm wal Amal fi Sinaat Al-Hial) that
researchers say to be the greatest book in mechanical engineering in the Islamic
history. It has at least thirteen handwritten copies in libraries of the world among
which is a copy in Top Qabusarai Museum in Istanbul under number 3472 in 356
pages. In 1977 Mr Majid Abdullah Al-Shamis published in Baghdad the part that
deals with manufacturing watches in the handwriting of Muhammad Bin Yousif Bin
Osman Al-Haskifi who was a student of Al-Jazri and was very precise in recreating
all pictures, sketches and paintings from the authors original in 602 AH =
1205/1206 AD, that is the year when Al-Jazri died. All the copies have been
decorated with pictures with some of them containing 500 pictures of Al-Jazri’s
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industrial creations and parts. It was translated by Ronald Hill to English. Al-Jazri
used to observe his own inventions to see how successful they become and wrote
about one particular one that became idle after 30 years because a part of it was
ruined and he became tired of fixing it explaining the reasons for the ruin and
necessary amendments. Ibn Al-Razzaz created several types of clocks such as
one in the form of a room with a height of more than three meters with astrological
signs and phases of the moon. There were twelve double doors each for one
astrological sign for the hours of day and at the end of each hour one of the doors
opens and a man appears then there are twelve single doors for the crescent, and
below it twelve round windows for the hours of night, then below it all a group of
musicians who start playing every six hours so loudly that people would know the
exact time. This clock was made by (Yousif Al-Asterlabi, a resident of Diarbaker in
one of its towns. It is probable that this was the clock of Farqain Mosque. Al-Jazri
mentioned Al-Asterlabi in his book but we do not have any details of his life.
However, his clock that Al-Jazri mentioned and painted in details is evidence for his
genius works that shows a lot of scientific information that is to long to explain. The
Kurdish Dostki State had another similar clock in their large mosque in their capital
Farqain (Mia Farqain), called the (Bankam) Clock, more than a century before AlJazri according to the historian Ahmad Bin Yousif Al-Farqi in the history of Mia
Farqin and Amad page 145 and that is before the clocks of Bab Jiron in Damascus
by more than a century and before the clock of Al-Mustansirriah University by
around two centuries. So, the Dostki State was the first encourager of mechanics
science in the region of Diarbaker of the Kurdish land as it is detailed in the second
part of the Dostki State (pages 210 – 221). The following is a picture of that clock:
@@
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From clocks of Al-Jazri (Al-Katib Clock)
@@
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The internal parts of a clock that works by water (Benkam Clocks)
Badia Al-Zaman (Ibn Al-Razzaz) made clocks in the form of a boat, elephant and
peacocks
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Machines to lift weights and lift waters from deep places looking like wells
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Machines that pour water automatically
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Machines like robots and this is a picture of a robot powering a drink!
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The seal of the Kurdish Prince Shamsaldin
@@
@
He also manufactured water fountains and secret locks similar to the modern ones
in addition to medical machines. It is worth mentioning that at the back of the
mentioned copy of Al-Jazri’s book there is the seal of the Kurdish Prince
Shamsaldin Bin Ziaaldin Al-Roshki the prince of Badlis who lived between
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, which proves that the copy was from the
contents of the Badlis Princedom Liberary. It is most probable that it was among
thousands of precious artefacts looted by the Turkish Wali, King Ahmad Pasha who
fought against Prince Abdal Khan the grandson of the Prince and historian
Sharafkhan Badlisi and destroyed his princedom in 1065 AH = 1654/1655 AD. In
the same campaign the writings of Abdulkhan Bin Prince Shamsaldin, which were
numbered as 76 written in all aspects of sciences as one of the geniuses of his era
according to the detailed description by Olia Chalabi who was a writer for King
Ahmad Pasha during the campaign, in his book in Turkish language (Siahatnama).
The Artakis loved mechanics and encouraged it. The Prince Husamaldin
Tamartash invited a great scientist in mathematics, astronomy and engineering
(Najmadin Ahmad Bin Al-Sari Al-Hamadani) to Mardin who became the teacher of
these sciences to the famous scientist Fakhraldin Muhammad Bin Abdulsalam AlMardini who in turn became the teacher of (Sadidaldin Al-Hani) from the town of
Hana (Hini) situated in the north of Diarbaker. Sadidaldin was on top of his skills in
mechanics and astronomy a physician who invented a device to extract the black
water from eyes as it was mentioned by his colleague in Al-Nouri Hospital of
Damascus, Ibn Abi Usaibaa in his book (Tabaqat Al-Atebba). Sadidaldin resided in
Hasan Keyf and as his teacher he was a contemporary of Ibn Al-Razzaz. It is also
known that the King Al-Saleh Mahmoud Artaki himself was a scientist of mechanics
and mathematics and probably a student of Al-Jazri, and he was the one who
asked him to register his inventions. Had all the Muslim kings encouraged these
sciences the industrial civilisation would have been created in the east centuries
before Europe. Undoubtedly the works of Al-Jazri were a demonstration of
industrial civilisation in the region of Diarbaker, especially in Amad and Hasan Keyf.
It is known that the pictures of Al-Jazri and those of Mahran Bin Mansur Bin
Mahran, a resident of Farqin were taken as a foundation stone for the Baghdad
School of Painting as all the historians of Islamic art confirm despite its artistic
characteristics that come from the Diarbaker region of Kurdistan with some
influence of the Byzantine art. It is also known that the works and inventions of Al17

Jazri are strongly related to the history of the Turkmen Artaki State as we
mentioned and the Turkish government should respect this Turkmen history of
Hasan Keyf. We ask the Turkmen of both Turkey and Iraq to defend the heritage
and history of their Artaki State.
Hasan Keyf in the times of Turkmen Aq Qoinlo State
The historical sources mention that the Aq Qoinlo State (1403 - 1508 AD) carried
out a lot of renovations in Hasan Keyf to the extent that its era was called
(Renovation).
What is remained now from it is the mosque and its minaret from the times of the
most famous of Aq Qoinlo kings, Hasan Al-Taweel (Azon Hasan) (871 – 882 AH =
1453 – 1478 AD) in the town and some works of King Khalil son of Hasan AlTaweel who renovated (Qizler Mosque). The following is its picture:

@@
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The Qizler Mosque was renovated in 878 AH = 1478 AD that is at the time of his
father because he himself came to power in 882 AH = 1477 AD and then his
brother Yakoub came to power in 883 AH = 1478 AD and according to the book
Hasan Keyf of Engineer Hussein page 34, this is what was written for the
renovation: The renovation of this holy building was ordered by Sultan Khalil Bin
Hasan Bin Osman God give them all a good fate, in order to get nearer to the
merciful and compassionate God in the year 878).
The renovation of Imam Abdullah Mosque by King Khalil
In 878 AH = 1473 AD, by King Khalil Bin Hasan (Al-Taweel) Bin Ali Bin Osman in
the times of his father. The Mosque carries the renovation note as in page 34 of
the book Hasan Keyf by Hussein Aghaldi, in the text there was a misprint of
Hussein instead of Hasan and the identity of the renovator King Khalil was not
mentioned.
It has a beautiful decorated timber door, highly artistic and distinguished from all
other decorations of that period, may be a particular for the era of Turkmen Aq
Qoinlo:

@@@@

@@@@@
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The cupola of Zeinal son of the Aq Qoinlo King Hasan Al-Taweel (Bahadar Khan)
The cupola is situated in a plain land on the north bank of Tigris near the old bridge.
It was built on the grave of Zeinal who was killed in one of the battles in 1373 AD
and it is a beautiful gorgeous cupola with Kashan decorations and inscription of the
names Allah, Muhammad, Ahmad and Ali. There is also the possibility of other
names but the Turkish Government wants to destroy all these remains and all
those of the Turkmen in Hasan Keyf, which is a strange thing to do considering
what would think it is its duty to preserve the remains of Turkmen people who it
regarded its own instead of sinking them under water.
This is the text on the cupola according to page 36 of the book Hasan Keyf and it is
possible that this is not all of the writing there, and we corrected two words that
were written mistakenly:
(This is the Garden of Sultan Al-Saeed Al-Khaqan the martyr Zeinal Bek son of
Sultan Hasan Bahadar Khan, God bless his fate)

@ @@@@@@

@ @@@@@@@

@@@

@@@@@
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@@

We see that the characteristics of this architectural cupola that it has been built with
arranged stones then covered with a layer of blocks and blue Kashanis for two
reasons, first the decoration by the blocks is takes less time and costs compared to
stones and also easier to decorate, the second reason is to strengthen the building
which is a very unique and rare architectural characteristics and the following
picture shows the stone layer under the blocks and the second picture shows also
a second door of the cupola:

@@
The Christian history of Hasan Keyf
We mentioned before that the (Khalqidon Assembley) of the Christians that was
held in 451 AD discussed the Christian church of Hasan Keyf that was a supervisor
among all the churches, sanctuaries and all other Christian institutions in the area.
During the Islamic times Al-Buldani who was famous as Al-Maqdisi noted in his
(Ahsan Al-Taqasim, page 141) the abundance of churches in Hasan Keyf. The
rank of its church became higher when it separated from the Eastern Church of
Antakia. One of the reasons of pride for this church was that (Mar Hebil) awarded it
with a real piece of the cross on which Jesus was crucified. There is a rich and
long history of Christianity in Hasan Keyf and among the churches and sanctuaries
that belonged to its church were those of Tour Abdain, Bashiri, Gharzan (Arzan)
and Saarad. There were also a lot of well known Christian figures, priests, bishops,
cardinals etc, came out of it with many Christian writings. In the years 793/1199
AD there are 141 high ranked priests who can be named along with the names of
47 more who were mentioned in (The History of Tour Abdain). Among the
Patriarchs there was Mar Yohana Shaari the Patriarch of Diarbaker (Amad) who
built a bridge on Tigris near the town and died before 504 AD. Some 27 Patriarchs
who came out of there became the heads of the Church of Antakia and the whole
East with its centre in Antakia. Among those Tiodosios Romonos who was
graduated from Der Qartmain in Tour Abdain in 896 AD who had written many
books including one in medicine. Among the bishops who were residents of Hasan
Keyf there was Joshua Bin Naaimi the Bishop of Badlis in 1697 – 1729 AD, Bacillus
Denha Bin Yohenna, Timouth Joshua, Ignatius Bin Jacob (1551 – 1571 AD),
Denesios Ashaaia (1468 – 1486 AD), Bacillus Jacobi Bishop of Zargal (1543 –
1551 AD) and Bishop Jacob 1571 – 1591 AD).
The Independent Church of Hasan Keyf
In the times of Ayobi government in Hasan Keyf and times of its first King Sulaiman
the First (King Al-Adel Fakhraldin Sulaiman Ibn Shahabaldin Ghazi) the Church of
Hasan Keyf separated itself from the Church of Antakia for 475 years from 1364 –
1839 AD. It became the centre for four other vicarages each with its own Vicar and
they were Vicarage of Qartmain close to the town of Madiat, Vicarage of Hah,
Vicarage of Bet Risha and Vicarage of Zergal (Hazza) from where comes the
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Kurdish historian Khairaldin Al-Zergali the author of famous book (Al-AAlam).
During the time of the independent church of Hasan Keyf 24 Patriarchs took charge
starting with Patriarch Saba who was appointed by King Al-Adel Sulaiman with the
agreement of the Christians in his country. He died in 1389 AD. Among the others
were Joshua Madiati (Ignatius) (1390 – 1417 AD), Masoud Sulhi (1418 – 1444 AD),
Filkinos Toma (1444 – 1445 AD), Silos Joshua Bin Jiloselhi (1455 – 1460 AD),
Filixinus Aziz (1460 – 1482 AD), Bacillus Shaba (1460 – 1488 AD), Dionesios
Yohana Ain Wardi (? – 1492 AD), Bacillus Masoud the Second (1492 – 1512 AD),
Bacillus Joshua (1516 AD) and died in Jerusalem in (1551 AD), Jacob Bin
Shamsaldin (1552 – 1571 AD), Sahdona Al-Madiati (1583 – 1621 AD), Abdu AlMadiati (1628 AD), Habib Al-Madiati (1674 AD), Denha Arnasi (1707 – 1725 AD),
Denha Beltaji (1740 AD), Barsum (1740 – 1791 AD), Rabat Ashaia Arbawi, Ahu,
(1813 AD), Mirza Sabrini (1816 AD), Zaitun Madiati (1821 AD) and Abdulnoor
Arbawi.
The names of those Patriarchs were mentioned in the History of Tour Abdain
(pages 327/334) and also in (The Scattered Jewels of the History of Assyrian
Sciences and Literature) by Patriarch Afram Barsum. The two Christian families of
(Saba) and (Toma Al-Sharqi) had prominent places in the history of Hasan Keyf in
the times of Dostki, Artki and Ayobi States and the physician Priest or Bishop
Shamoun Bin Joshua Al-Haskifi became a favourite of Holacco and he was from
the Saba family. It was by a request from this physician that the Christian historian
Ibn Al-Ibri wrote his astronomical book (Al-Suood Al-Aqli) and he translated into
Assyrian the book (Al-Isharat wa Al-Tanbihat) of Avicenna. The physician
Shamoun died in 1289 AD. The family of Al-Jalili that ruled Mosul during the
Ottoman times was originally from Hasan Keyf, from a Christian or Ayobi (Melka –
Melki) family.
So, the town of Hasan Keyf has a prominent place in the Christian history and the
Christians should also defend it and condemn the intentions of the Turkish
government to annihilate it. It is unfortunate that three European Christian
countries are paying Turkey 420 million dollars to build the ILISU dam that will
destroy this ancient historical town.
Pictures of several Churches and sanctuaries from the book Hasan Keyf

@@

Another Church to the east of the place
where coins were made in a cave
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@@@@@@@

A Church to the east of Al-Radhi Mosque

@@
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
@@@@@@Another Church to the east of the Abbasid
Caliph Mosque (Riziq Mosque)

@@
@@@@@@@A baptismal font

@@

@@
@@@@@

Another Church
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

@@@@@@@
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@General view of a Church

@@

@@@@
Photo of a church graveyard
@@
The industries of Hasan Keyf

Hasan Keyf was regarded an important centre for manufacturing various goods that
were exported to other regions. The most important of those industries is Kurdish
textiles as not a few of the families in this town are working as weavers.
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@@
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
People used to manufacture white cloths called jaw which was strong and thick as
well as (mavrum) which was lighter, smoother and whiter than jaw. Both of these
were exported as far as the north of Al-Jazeera, Botan and the region of Shirwan to
the north of the town of Saarad up until the sixties of the twentieth century. They
used animals as carriers for these and other products such as a thick coloured
woollen textile with broad lines looking like a carpet. It was used to make an overall
item such as coat without sleeves and Olia Chalabi mentioned the name of one
product as Shiaq that may be a Turkish name for the same mentioned overall and
he said in his Siahatnama, page 93, in Turkish language, that Shiaq was used to be
manufactured in the town of Maadan in the region of Shirwan. A beautiful version
of this textile is still produced in the town of Hasan Keyf, and because of this main
role of Hasan Keyf in producing Shiaq, the historian and painter Prince Sharafkhan
Badlisi painted a knight crossing Tigris in these clothes as a reminder. See picture
number seven of the paintings in the first copy of Sharafnama by the author’s hand,
which is in the Bodlian Library in Oxford University under number 312. The book
was completed in 1597 AD.
@ @@

@@

@@

@@
@In addition to other types of clothing materials that are used for the traditional
Kurdish dresses such as (Shal u Shapek or Rank u Chogha) Hasan Keyf used to
produce porcelain for dishes and was famous together with Tour Abdain as the
producers of the best kind of pottery for cooling water. This product was especially
sought after in the regions of Botan, Saarad, Gharzan and Al-Jazeera and its
export to some places with no electricity was continuous until the eighties of the
twentieth century.
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The following is a picture of a cave in the area of the Castle, which was used as a
workshop for some products.

@@@
Pottery and metal products of Hasan Keyf

@@

@@

@ @@

@@@@@@
Some remains of Hasan Keyf

@@
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@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

@Hasan Keyf is an ancient town with its houses and streets carved into the rocks of
a high mountain. Ibn Shadad Al-Halabi described the town as (cave on a very high
mountain with carved walls and surrounded by high mountains from three sides
and on the north side is the river). Ibn Shadad means the narrow strip between the
mountain and Tigris on the north side that makes another natural fence. Although
the whole town can be regarded as one piece of ancient history, we would like to
identify some of its remains in particular as follows:
@@
The ancient historical Bridge

@@

@@@

@@

@@

@@

@@

@@

@ @@@@@@@@@@@@@@
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We mentioned earlier what some historians and travelers said regarding this
important bridge that has no likes in its architectural style in Turkey, Syria, Iraq and
Iran and even in the whole Middle East. It has still its huge bases intact with two of
its arches lasting 2000 years with its large arch 40 m wide and 40 m high. Such a
marvel should be preserved and restored and not sank under a dam.

@@
The right side of this arch is a natural arch
@@
In his book, page 20, Eng. Hussein mentions that the Orientalist Taylor discovered
human paintings carved into the first and second bases of the bridge. On each four
sides of the base there were pictures of three men but some of them were
tampered with. He said that the pictures look like those of the Ferthis and Eng.
Hussein reproduced in his book five pictures from Taylor without any commentary
in their regard. One of those is a picture on the eastern side of the second base,
which is the picture of a woman carrying a bouquet of flowers in her hand probably
a Ferthi Queen and the wife of the King who build the bridge:

@@
And two pictures on the southern side of the second base:

@@
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(on the right) A picture on the western side of the second base showing a woman
with a sacred halo around her head and we think it is the picture of the goddess
Anahita.
(on the left) There is another picture on the western side of the first base, which is
without doubt that of the Ferthi King who build this great bridge wearing a fur coat.

@@
@@@@@
@@@
In this picture we can see the long ribbons from his hat, which is a characteristic of
the Ferthian kings and there are similar pictures of Ferthi (Ashkani) kings in other
parts of Kurdistan such as the one in a place called Rabana in the Peramagron
Mountain near Sulaimany discovered recently by the martyr Gharib Haladeni.
There is also the great bridge of Zakho (Pra Dalale), which is also known as the
Abbasid Bridge. It was also built by a Ferthi King and has its picture with Pehlavi
writings and other pictures discovered recently by Abdulraqib Yousif and its date
goes back to the Ferthi Period (127 BC to 227 AD).
Taylor also discovered the following writing on the bridge:
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The Castle
The Hasan Keyf Castle is on a high rocky mountain free from all four sides at the
height of 100 – 120 m above the Tigris that flaws from its north. The other three
sides are all rocky mountains. As a result of geological movements frighteningly
deep valleys were created in a way that one cannot climb the mountain to the
castle except from one north eastern way that has been stepped and fortified with
seven gates.

@@
An aerial picture of the place, the middle one is the mountain of the castle.
@@
The place where the castle was built is called the (plaza) because the top of the
mountain is plain. The Castle is called the Great Sarrai and it is possible that it was
built in the Ferthi (Ashkani) or the Sasanid era, or even more ancient. The
following writing was found on it according to page 21 of the book Hasan Keyf:
@@

@@
The obelisk, the tower of the castle that oversees the Tigris.

@@
The Ayibis built another castle with stones and called it the Small Sarrai on the
rocky smooth high side on the Tigris. They used for the foundation a very unique
and rarely used technique of building by carving the foundation gradually into the
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rocks creating lumps upwards and downwards unevenly so that parts of the
foundations are more deep for these lumps and gradual structure support each
other and this is a strengthening technique to resist earthquakes, see picture
bellow:

@@

@@
In the window of the castle facing Tigris there is a picture of two lions and the lower
rocks have been carved and intertwined for strength. In the middle there is a stone
vase also intertwined with the two lions for further strength. As if the decorations
between the two lions are separating them from fighting as the geometrical
multisided form in Islamic astrology symbolises happiness and good luck as shown
in the following picture:

@@

@@@
The decorations above the inside of the window

@@
Inside the plaza there are palaces, sultanate housing, mosque, towers and caves
carved for dwelling. There are also enough space left for planting wheat and oat
enough to feed the population for the whole year. According to the mentioned book
of Ibn Shaddad, page 130. During the times of Ibn Shaddad the castle had seven
gates all built on the same side one after another on a very sloppy and zigzag way.
Probably there was one gate at the start of each turn and a defensive tower above
each gate with carved caves for housing on the sides of the road. These
successive gates are a unique characteristic of Hasan Keyf and increase its
defensive quality against enemies. In fact such qualities are unheard of in any
other castles.
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@@

@@@
Probably there was a Methraist temple of fire at the entrance of the first cave of
these three caves

Ibn Shaddad reiterated that (this fort is very fortified defensively from all sides and
the way to it cannot suit more than one person at a time that is why its extremely
difficult to penetrate). Ibn Shaddad (Muhammad Bin Ali Al-Halabi) who died 684
AH = 1285/1286 AD, though he did not see Hasak Keyf himself, he had taken his
information from those who have seen it and he was not far in fact just 65 km away
to the north west in Mia Farqin sent by King Al-Nasser Al-Ayobi from Damascus as
his messenger to the Moguls who were blockading King Al-Kamel Al-Ayobi in the
town of Mia Farqin in the start of the month Muharram of 657 AH = 1259 AD to
convince the Moguls to withdraw their forces. In this regard we also remember
what Al-Ansari said in Nakhbat Al-Dahr (page 192) and mentioned by Sipan Hasan
that (It is one of the wonder forts of the world). There are three of the seven gates
built on the stone built zigzag way to the castle among those is the second gate
which is the most beautiful in its architecture built by the king of Hasan Keyf , King
Sulaiman Bin Ghazi (820 AH = 1817 AD)

@ @@

@@@

@@@
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There is the following writing on the gate:
(This building was ordered by the poor slave of magnificent Allah, Sulaiman Bin
Ghazi Bin Muhammad Bin Abibaker Bin Abdullah Bin Turan Shah Al-Ayobi God
bless his rule in eight hundred and twenty)

@@
The writing on the gate was taken from page 22 of the book Hasan Keyf, in it and in
the booklet and bunch of pictures of (Goian).
We find pictures of this beautiful gate with its decorations:

@@
The third gate is the closest to the castle and this is its photo:

@@
@@@@@@@@@@@ @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
On the first gate that has been ruined there is a picture of a lion and decorations
@@
The Kurds call the castle as (Burja Balak) meaning the towering tower. A circled
piece of iron that used to be put behind the gate acting as lock is still there. It was
also used as an alarm to wake the masses for the prayers because the usual call
for prayers by the Muezzin failed to get into the caves but people could hear the
vibrations made by several men carrying the iron piece and hitting the rocky
ground. This kind of thinking is close to the clever inventiveness of Ibn Razzaz AlJazri.
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The Tunnel
In many of the castles in Kurdistan and elsewhere there are secret tunnels from the
castles into outside in order to smuggle food and water or a way out when
surrounded by enemies. However, the tunnel in Hasan Keyf is unique in that it is
so wide that it is said by the mentioned Ibn Shaddad that (it is so wide that mules
can go through it to carry water) from Tigris without being seen. The tunnel is now
seen from the northern bank of Tigris were as seen in the picture some of it is fallen
and there is the possibility that there were once more than one tunnel.

@@
@ @Photo of the entrance of the tunnel from top of the castle.

The fence
There was a fence in the north east side and this is a picture of a part of it:
@@
@@

@@

The remains of the religion of Mithraism in Hasan Keyf
We can find in the book Hasan Keyf pages 44-46, by Eng. Hussein a number of
pictures he has found in the caves of the town. He photographed some of them
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and made sketches for others even if he did not understand the meanings of them.
In one of those pictures he found a man pointing his hand towards head of a bull:
@@

@@
We know that a bull’s head is one of the symbols in Mithraism for the Arian god of
heaven (Mithra – Mitra – Mehr) the god that controls the sun and astrological signs.
He distributes the sun rays to the four sides of the world that is why a cross is also
a symbol for Mithra as a distributor of sun rays as well as being a symbol for life
before that. Mithra also has other characteristics for the Arians such as being the
god of justice and equality; he is also supposed to be the one with two assistants
judging people by the Bridge of Truth. Furthermore, he was the god of war and
soldiers that is why the Roman archery army especially adopted symbols of
Mithraism from Mesopotamia. The Roman Empire if fact made Mithraism spread to
all corners of the Empire including the African shores and several Emperors
adopted Mithraism, among whom: Valrianos, Orlianos, Comodos, Julianos and
Yulianos.
And the Romans built a lot of temples for Mithraism and the Emperor Tardianos put
the picture of Mithra slaughtering a bull on his coins.
The Roman Empire made Mithraism a world religion but it was gradually replaced
by Christianity. So, the remains of this once major religion of the world in both the
West and the East have been forgotten. The historian and field archaeologist
Abdulraqib Yousif have discovered many remains of this religion all over Kurdistan.
He also discovered the lost link that proves the current Ezidi religion among the
Kurds is nothing but a remain of Mithraism. For obvious reasons the governments
in the region have ignored the history of this great religion and there are still a lot of
unknowns to be studied and discovered and the remains of Hasan Keyf are crucial
in this regard. Aghaldi found a picture of a peacock and under it there was a hawk
but could not recognise it and sketched it as a flower instead and the two other
birds on either side of the hawk were not related to us perfectly also as they are in
fact peacocks also.

@@
Peacocks, hawks and also eagles are symbols for Mithra as well as other things
like lion, horse, craw, bull, sunflower, ? and / but the peacock is the most common
of them in Kurdistan. For the Mithraists the tail of the peacock was a symbol for the
heavens sphere with the spots like the stars.. etc. There is a lot of correlations and
associations between Mithraism and astrological signs some of which has some
continuity in Islam, but mainly it is apparent that the Ezidi Kurds have a lot of
symbolism similar to Mithraism. For example on the walls of mausoleum of Sheik
Odai Bin Musafir, a holy man of the Ezidis you can find more than thirty symbols of
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Mithraism. Somewhere else Eng. Hussein found a picture of a bird that he
sketched as an Ostrich, but in reality it is a peacock.

@@
But in reality it is a peacock as we see am extension of its tail from the photo and
we see from other photos taken by him that there are other peacocks also
deformed. There is also a picture of an eagle in one of the caves that had its head
deformed and there are other pictures around it that cannot be identified

@@
@@@
He also found pictures of an Eagle and a dog which are known to be associated
with Mithra as in the temple of Lalish of the Ezidis where we can find two dogs with
goddess Anahita – Nahid – Artmis
A photo of Lalish

@@
@The goddess Anahita was worshiped in Kurdistan besides Mithra and in many
temples discovered by the above historian we have symbols for both of them
together, such as the Charston Cave Temple near Duhok and Kora Serigi Temple
in Amedi, and Dir Aas Temple in Shingar Mountain.

@@

@@@
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In the same cave found a picture of a fish around which there were other
unidentified pictures and there was a picture of a human and an animal said to be a
rabbit, another human and fish and some Pehlevi writing.
There is a cave in Hasan Keyf called (Mala Kicha Qaral) which means the daughter
of a non Muslim King. It is a statue of a lion as a symbol of god Mithra and has on
it several pictures of circles that we do not know their meaning.
@ @@

@@

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Various Mithraism temples

@@

@@

@@
@@
@@
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Eng. Hussein mentioned in the page 74 of his book the picture of a rock with five
rows and eight columns of holes beside the door of a small cave he thought it was
@ @for some kind of game.
@However, we think it has nothing to do with games and it is for religious
ceremonies of Mithraism because there are similar things in the temples of
Mithraism in other places such as the so called Adam’s Rock in Akre.
@@
Caves as Graves
Using natural or carved caves for burring dead was a popular way in
mountainous areas and some researchers say that the Medians were the first
people who carved special caves high in the mountains to burry their dead. Other
researchers considered cave consecration indicative of an ancient pastoral
tradition. This was his attempt to account for the peculiar nature of Mithraea that
were often built underground, or when on the surface, had their interior adorned in
a manner reminiscent of a cave, protecting them from most light. In his paper
"Mithra and Mesopotamia," A. D. H. Bivar notes:
In the West the shrine of Mithras was for preference a cave
or cellar, with few possible exceptions closed to daylight, and
probably lit with lamps if more than the altar glow was needed.
Roman Mithraism focused heavily on the cave theme and the birth of Mithra
from a rock. Conversely, post-Zoroastrian Mithraism has no such corresponding
theme. Indeed, Zoroastrian lore is bereft of this theme except for a single example
where an enclosed temple, consecrated for fire worship, is used. Bivar continues,
astutely noting:
This appears strange in the temple of a 'sun god,' but there
is an analogy with the fire temple of Zoroastrianism which is
indeed called Dar-I Mihr "the house of Mithras," and was
originally closed to daylight.
There are a lot of cave graves in Hasan Keyf and a lot of religious pictures such as
those discovered by Mr Hussein Aghaldi mentioned as mentioned earlier. The
town of Hasan Keyf is a rich museum for ancient remains of Mithraism and other
civilisations and a lot of it is still unknown. It is ironic that when someone thinks of
the history of this little town that spans for nearly ten thousand years during which
many successive civilisations and invaders replaced each other, many of them tried
to destroy what the previous ones built but none completely succeeded and it is
only in our supposedly mighty civilisation that we have the technologies and power
to sink the town in a way that it is lost for ever. Just think about it: sank and lost for
ever, nothing to dig, discover or study any more. And that is exactly what the
intended project of ILUSU dam by the Turkish government would manage to do,
something no other invaders have managed to do for ten thousand years. That is
why we think that it is the responsibility of the UN and UNESCO to intervene in this
matter and declare Hasan Keyf as a world heritage site.
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@@

@@

@@
A cave grave with pictures of Mithraic significance: on the right side a picture of a
water canal with a snake nearby, which symbolises the goddess Anahita of water
and fertility and we can see on the left side of the end of the canal a picture of the
sun and other symbols.

@@
@@@
In this cave graveyard are probably Pahlavi pictures and writings which are difficult
to distinguish properly

@@

@@

@@

@@

An astronomical observatory
It is not known who built this great scientific ancient site, which located on the left
side of Sultan Sulaiman’s Mosque. We do not know if it is from the Ayyubid or
Artuki times, or if it has anything to do with the mentioned scientist of mathematics
and astronomy Badia Al-Zaman Ibn Al-Razzaz Al-Jazri.
This observatory is not from the Abbasids era otherwise it would have been
mentioned in historical sources and these are some photos of it taken from the
booklet and Goian.
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@@

@ @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

The Coins Factory
The remains of a coin factory is still seen in Hasan Keyf and it has two floors and
regarded as a very rare site as there are very few of them left in Islamic countries.
This is a photo of it taken from the book Hasan Keyf page 39:

@@

@ @@

An ancient bath house near Zeinal cupola

@@
@@@@@@@@@@@
This mosque was built by the Abbasids Caliph Al-Muqtader Billah son of AlMuatazid in 297 AH = 909/910 AD on the southern shore of Tigris. This mosque
was in use for 1098 years because of its skilful architecture and it is one of those
marvels that should be preserved because of its historical significance.
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Religious Buildings
The Abbasids Caliph Al-Muqtader Billah Mosque (Rizq Mosque)

@@

@@@@

@@

@@

@@

@@@@

@ @@@@@@@@@
This mosque was built by the Abbasids Caliph Al-Muqtader Billah son of AlMuatazid in 297 AH = 909/910 AD on the southern shore of Tigris. This mosque
was in use for 1098 years because of its skilful architecture and it is one of those
marvels that should be preserved because of its historical significance.
@ @@
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One of the gates of Al-Muqtadir Bellah Mosque

Decorations on the mosque’s minaret

@@

@@@@@

@
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Decorations

@@

@@

@@

The Big Mosque (Olujami)
This mosque was built in the area of the castle and if it is right that it has been built
in 1325 AD, as mentioned in the Hasan Keyf booklet, it would have been built at the
era of the King Saleh Ayyobid Yousif son of King Kamel Bin Taqialdin Abdullah son
of the grand King Turan Shah who was killed the following year and his brother
Mujeeraldin took over.

@@

@@

@@
@@
the gate of the minaret@@@@

@@
@@

@@
@Decorations on Olujami Mosque@@@
@ @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
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Sultan Sulaiman Ayyobid Mosque

@ @@

@@@

@@

@@@

@@
@@
@@@
On its gate written the name of Shahabadin Ghazi Bin Muhammad and the date
752 AH = 1351 AD.

@@

Decorations on the minaret
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@ @@

@@@@
Writings on the minaret
@@

Mosque of the Kings
This mosque is still standing since it was built in 1349 AD in times of Sultan
Sulaiman Ayyobid
Quaz Mosque

@@

@@
The College of Quaz Moaque for various sciences (photo from the booklet)

@@

@@
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Mosque of the Twelve Imams

@@
This mosque has been carved as a cave and it has twelve aisles each one for one
of the twelve Imams of the Shiite sect. (the two photos are from page 50 of Hasan
Keyf)
@@
Another mosque carved in a cave

@@

@@

Famous graves of religious personalities
Sheik Muhammad cupola

@@

Sheik Sharafuldin cupola Imam Abdullah cupola

@@@

@@@
@@
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Sheik Ali cupola

Sheik Ashiq cupola

@ @@@

@

@
@@

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
A graveyard above the castle with Arabic
writings on the gravestones
Photos from the booklet
Baba Arsalan resting place

@@

@@@

@@

Traditional buildings
In page 85 of the book Hasan Keyf we find that Albert Gabriel has visited Hasan
Keyf in 1932 and photographed its remains together with those of the towns Amad
(Diarbakir) and Farqin (Mia Farqin).
We can see the pictures of some traditional buildings of various styles from various
eras:

@

@
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In addition to these there are those types of houses that have been built into caves.

@ @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
@@
@@
Finally The town of Hasan Keyf is a rich museum for ancient remains of Mithraism
and other civilisations and a lot of it is still unknown. It is ironic that when someone
thinks of the history of this little town that spans for nearly ten thousand years
during which many successive civilisations and invaders replaced each other, many
of them tried to destroy what the previous ones built but none completely
succeeded and it is only in our supposedly mighty civilisation that we have the
technologies and power to sink the town in a way that it is lost for ever. Just think
about it: sank and lost for ever, nothing to dig, discover or study any more. And
that is exactly what the intended project of ILUSU dam by the Turkish government
would manage to do, something no other invaders have managed to do for ten
thousand years. That is why we think that it is the responsibility of the UN and
UNESCO to intervene in this matter and declare Hasan Keyf as a world heritage
site.@@@@@@
Since the decision of building the dam a lot of thieves of ancient artefacts are
digging in the caves and it is feared a lot of the facts that have not been discovered
about this amazing site of ancient civilisations would be lost even before the
Turkish government go ahead with its project instead of preserving it for history and
next generations.
Bellow are more pictures reproduced from the walls and needs experts in Pehlevi
writing of the Ferthi and Sasanids to solve their significance.
We think it will be helpful if UNESCO sends a committee of experts to see for
yourself and appreciate all the magnificent remains of Hasan Keyf.
Yours truly,
Dr Jawad Mella
Director of Kurdish Museum, Library and Archive
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For and on behalf of the following list of historians,
intellectuals, scientists and academics in Kurdistan:
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